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� Russia is an unique country with the 
deeply rooted national traditions not 

only in the Orthodox religion but also in 
paganism (язычество). The Russians still 
celebrate pagan holidays, many people 

believe in numerous omens and legends.

CELEBRATION



� Christianity gave Russians such great 
holidays as Easter and Christmas, and 
Paganism – Maslenitsa (Shrovetide) and 
Ivan Kupala. Old traditions are passed on 
from generation to generation.



� Perhaps the most cheerful holiday in 
Russia is the Pancake week (Shrovetide). 
This holiday is considered to come from 
pre-Christian times, when the Slavs were 
still pagans.

Maslenisa



� On Monday Maslenitsa was welcomed. On that 
day people made the straw-stuffed figure of 
Winter, dressed it in old women’s clothing and 
singing carried it on sleigh around the village.

Monday, Maslenisa



� Maslenitsa ended with the first day of the Lent 
– Clean Monday. On Clean Monday people 
usually washed in a bath; women washed 
dishes, cleaning them from grease and remains 
of forbidden food.

The end of Maslenitsa



� The Christianity became official religion of 
Kievan Rus in the end of IX century. And from 
that moment the forming of a traditional 
Russian wedding ceremony began.  

Wedding Traditions



Russian wedding



� Even in the time of the ancient pagan deity Ancient Russians 
used to have Kupalo, the God of summer fertility . In his honor 
people of sang songs and jumped over the bonfire. 

Ivan Kupala



� Christmas is the holiday of the birth of Jesus 
Christ. Western churches celebrate it on 
December 25, in accordance with the Gregorian 
Calendar.

Christmas



� Easter is the day of the resurrection of Christ. 
The holiday came to Russia from Byzantium 
together with Russia’s christening in the end of 
the 10th century. Since then, this Christian 
holiday has been widely celebrated all over 
Russia

Easter


